ow do we vegans inspire
others to move towards a
more compassionate way of
living? As a health coach, I specialize
in helping people change their habits,
but the best way to encourage people
to choose veganism confounds me.
This is probably because vegan is not
just a behaviour, it is also a belief
system.
It took me over 20 years to go from
vegetarian to vegan even though my

brother was vegan, I dated a man who
was vegan, I saw many horrendous
videos of animal cruelty, I knew why
being vegan was best for the animals,
the planet and my health, and I felt
shame about not giving up dairy. I was
around people who proselytized and
others who simply led by example and
none of them was “the one thing” that
got me to change. It was more an
accumulation of messages for decades
and then one day – boom, I decided to
go vegan.

n the other
hand, my
friend Ari and
his husband
Mikko literally
went from
meat-eaters to vegan overnight.
A TV interview with actress Alicia
Silverstone about her veganism
sparked Ari, he then watched
some factory farm videos on the
internet and announced to Mikko
they were going vegan pronto.
They immediately cleared out
their kitchen cabinets and
voila – Ari and Mikko have never
wavered in 8 years and are
among my most dedicated
activist friends.
I come from the school of
thought that the best way to

inspire change is to role model
the change you want to see in
the world, not to cajole or push
people. I believe that the
Alcoholics Anonymous adage
“Attraction Not Promotion”
works best – if I am active,
vibrant and look great, people
will want to know what I am
doing and hopefully they will be
inspired to do it too. Until then,
I will not be goaded into
arguments about paleo vs.
vegan or why hunters are the
best environmentalists. I let
those people choose their heart
attacks and their ugly bear rugs
because I believe debating them
entrenches their beliefs even
more - in an argument, each
side articulates it reasoning
over and over, which just

strengthens resolve. I choose to
engage only those who are
questioning or who want to make
changes in their life.
But there are many ways of
spreading the vegan word: Gary
Yourofsky travels the world
speaking out for veganism and is
credited with inspiring tens of
thousands of Israelis to go vegan
when he lectured there. I admire
him greatly, and I bet he’d
probably happily debate anyone.
So many people I meet have been
moved to overhaul their lifestyles
because of documentaries like
Earthlings, Forks Over Knives or
Cowspiracy. Amazing vegan food
& fashion helps others transition
away from meat, dairy, leather
and wool.

he common thread
through all these
methods is that
there is no
shaming, no haranguing, no
holier-than-thou attitudes. It is
only Educating and Being. If we
all communicated in the loving,
non judgmental way in which we
feel most comfortable (for me it

is role modelling, for you it might be something else), our
kaleidoscope of messaging styles will be the key to
inspiring change in millions of people.
So there is no one, best way to motivate people to go
vegan. I thank all the influences that led me to this place
of compassionate living. And I hope I am now
influencing others too, in my own particular way.
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